The event-per-event analysis in heavy ions collisions, with relatively large acceptance detectors, can provide dynamical information which cannot be obtained from the simpler inclusive approach. We identify and propose to study some observables, which can be related to standard thermodynamical theory of fluctuations and therefore may provide information about properties of hadronic matter at the freeze-out stage.
1.In the field of heavy ion collisions the event-per-event search for "unusual" events (deviating in some way from the average behavior) is attracting increasing attention. Some future experiments at RHIC (especially STAR and PHOBOS) consider it to be among the central issues of their physics program.
In general, deviations from the average behavior can be of dynamical or of statistical nature. A well known example of the former kind is strong dependence of all observables on the value of the impact parameter b 2 . Furthermore, direction of the impact parameter b in the φ angle is important for studies of the specific collective effect known as "directed flow". Non-trivial deviations of dynamical nature due to QCD phase transition were for example predicted in the AGS/SPS energy domain, due to formation of QGP bubbles [1] or of the disoriented chiral condensate (DCC) [2] .
Fluctuations can also be sensitive to less trivial details of the dynamics. An interesting example of such kind was considered by Gazdzicki and Mrowczynski [3] : event-per-event fluctuations of the < p t > event turns out to be sensitive to models describing nuclear collisions. In particular, models considering just a superposition of independent pp events (like e.g. the original VENUS event generator without re-scattering) predict much larger fluctuations compared to models with strong re-scattering of secondaries. This paper has triggered experimental studies (first reported in [4] ), and the fluctuations observed by the NA49 experiment in the appropriate variable follow perfect Gaussian for several orders of magnitude. Its width is so small that any model based on superposition of independent pp collisions is clearly ruled out .
Thinking about this example have initiated the present work, which also proposes several observables for which analysis of fluctuations is potentially useful for uncovering the details of the system's evolution. However, our approach is much more general, it is not based on any particular model but rather on well known theory of thermodynamical fluctuations. Although the predicted fluctuations are probably not so spectacular as some dynamical models suggest, they are so to say a minimal amount of fluctuations which is guaranteed to be there.
2.In general, any statistical fluctuations can be derived from the famous Boltzmann expression relating entropy S and probability P, written in the Einstein form
Before we turn to specifics, few general comments about it are appropriate. Applying general thermodynamical theory of fluctuations we rely on statistical independence of fluctuations in different volume elements. The fluctuations of temperature or particle composition should be independent on many dynamical details. In particular, it should be irrelevant whether all elements of the excited system have their freeze-out at the same time or not, whether they freeze-out at rest in the same coordinate frame or are all moving with different velocities 3 The only thing which matters is how the global entropy of the system S depends on the particular observable under consideration.
In general, the fluctuations accurately predicted by this expression neither should be small, nor the discussed system should have huge number of degrees of freedom. The only requirement is that the system is equilibrated, roughly equally populating all its available phase space. As an example of such approach to multi-hadron production reaction, let me refer to two (my own and old) papers where such approach was used: those are [6] discussing in particular dependence of the K/π ratio on the pion multiplicity, and [5] where probability of many exclusive channels were calculated for low energȳ pp annihilation into many exclusive channels with variable number of pions and kaons. Remarkably, simple pion/kaon gas formulae for the entropy turns out to predict probabilities for many channels, starting from those with as low as only 4 secondaries! However, in this paper we are not considering such small systems: the multiplicity of the heavy ion reactions in question is N = O(10 2 − 10 4 ). Therefore, the total entropy is very large and no question about applicability of thermodynamics should arise. Respectively, relative statistical fluctuations are small, scaling as 1/ √ N and expecting to be at few percent level. (In current experiments typical statistics is counted in millions of events, so they are well observable.) In a standard way, the mean square deviations of various quantities can be obtained from the expansion of the entropy in powers of the deviation up to second order: that is why those have a thermodynamical meaning. If measured, the magnitude of fluctuations can can therefore provide useful information about the freeze-out conditions and the EOS of hadronic matter.
3. The first example we consider is the fluctuations in apparent freeze-out temperature T f : some events appear to correspond to "hotter fireball" than the mean ones 4 Standard thermodynamics (see e.g. [7] ) tells us that
where C v (T ) is the heat capacity of a hadronic matter 5 . The key point now is that C v (T ) has strong T-dependence, which can be used as a "thermometer".
Very rapid variation of the heat capacity in the vicinity of the QCD 4 How to measure the final temperature? Of course, the slope of the observed p t spectra is affected by collective flow: which is however only a small correction for pions. So we propose simply study basically the same observable as in [3] , deviations from pion mean p t in a event. 5 The heat capacity which enters here is extensive quantity C v = T ∂S ∂T | T,V , proportional to the total volume (or the number of particles N) of the system, so the relative fluctuations depend on N as expected.
phase transition (T ∼ T c ≈ 150MeV ) depends on the order of the phase transition 6 : but in any case a peak is well seen e.g. in lattice data [9] . Some authors (see e.g. [11] ) argue that observed hadrons are emitted directly at the phase transition line, from the QGP clusters/mixed phase. If this is indeed the case, C v (T ) is very large and respectively fluctuations of apparent temperature should be very small.
However, more realistic hydro/cascade models (e.g.RQMD or [12] ) the secondary particles suffer multiple rescatterings, the thermal freeze-out happens later than chemical one. If so, the fluctuations happen in the hadronic phase. Its thermodynamics is described as a "resonance gas" [8] , for which
The square of the sound velocity c 2 which appears here is approximately T-independent, although it still depends on baryon charge. For baryon-rich matter produced at AGS (baryon-poor one at SPS) c 2 ≈ .14(.2), respectively. This leads to C v ∼ T 6 (or T 4 ) at AGS (SPS).
Furthermore, thermal freeze-out depends on the system size: larger ones cool to lower T f . This implies that fluctuations of T f should have interesting A-dependence (and centrality-dependence). For medium-size nuclei the data suggest T f = 140 − 150MeV (with hadronic phase lasting few fm/c if at all), while central heavy ion collisions (AuAu at AGS and PbPb at SPS) lead to hadronic phase existing for about 10-15 fm/c and T f as low as 100-120 MeV 7 . Therefore we we end up with a (counter-intuitive) prediction that properly scaled fluctuations for heavy ions should show stronger fluctuations compared to medium ions. The effect is predicted to be sizable:
For the resonance gas thermodynamics and values of T f mentioned above, 6 Delta function for the 1-st order, divergent peak for the second order and a finite peak for a rapid cross-over. 7 For the purpose of our discussion, we have ignored the fact that the freeze-out temperature depends on hydro expansion rate and is slightly different for different volume elements with different rapidities. this ratio is in the range 2 (1.5) for AGS (SPS) conditions. 4. Now we proceed to fluctuations of more detailed observables, the occupation of particular bins in the histograms, e.g. of the p t distribution.
General expression for statistical fluctuations in the particle number is
Since the total multiplicity is known to be a subject of large non-statistical fluctuations due to variable impact parameters and other effects 8 , one should better consider relative fluctuations only, like those in the ratio of two species or occupation of two bins in the same histogram. Deviations from trivial Poisson statistics should be induced by interaction (resonances), or even just by quantum statistics. For the ideal Bose-Einstein (Fermi-Dirac) gas one can easily get from the expression above that
So, by measuring fluctuations in occupation number of different bins one can learn what is the quantum degeneracy of the gas at freeze-out. Pions are bosons, and even for chemically equilibrated gas (chemical potential µ π = 0) for zero momenta n k=0 = 1/(exp(m π /T f ) − 1) ≈ .6. Thus one gets enhanced fluctuations in this bin by a factor 1.6!
In reality pion gas is not chemically equilibrated at thermal freeze-out, and thus should have non-zero µ π . This issue has somewhat controversial history. It first surfaced because experimental p t spectra do have a "low p t enhancement", and naive fits with the thermal distributions leads to a very large µ π ≈ m π . However, a significant portion of this enhancement is actually due to resonance decays. There were also proposed dynamical scenario aiming to explain why the non-zero µ π may appear. Those can be divided into scenarios with decreasing and increasing µ π . In the former scenario (see e.g. [13] and references therein) pions "over-populate" the phase space because they were proposed to be produce in large number from the QGP, nearly making a "pion laser" with n k=0 → ∞. In the latter scenario (originally suggested by G.Baym) pions are produced in equilibrium µ π = 0, but then their number is conserved and µ π grows. According to estimates in [14, 12] , it produces negligible effect for medium ion but may reach µ π ∼ 60MeV in PbPb collisions at SPS. If so, n k=0 = 1−1.3 and Bose enhancement of fluctuations at small p t is larger than a factor of 2! Finally, let us point out direct relation between this effect and one of the possible manifestation of DCC. As discussed in [2] , the remnants of the disoriented vacuum can be vied as the unusually large population of the lowp t bins in the pion p t distribution. If this indeed happens, expression (5) tells us that one should also observe enhanced fluctuations in the corresponding bins induced by Bose-Einstein interference effects.
In summary, we have pointed out that small statistical fluctuations of the collective observables can be related to thermodynamically interesting quantities. In particular, the r.m.s. deviation in the apparent temperature of the events is related with the heat capacity at freeze-out, and fluctuations in the p t spectrum at small p t are sensitive to pion chemical potential.
